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 1  Overview 

   1) Period : 2014. 10. 1(Wednesday) ∼ 2014. 10. 12(Sunday)

     ※ 2015. 10. 1(Thursday) ~ 2015. 10. 11(Sunday)

2) Location : Jinju Fortress and Namgang River 

3) Sponsor : Jinju City • Jinju Culture and Art Foundation 

4) Supervision : Jinju Namgang Yudeung Festival Committee  

5) Description : The Yudeng (lantern) we can find its origin in the Jinjuseong 

battle during Japanese invasion war has continued long as a form of lantern 

play at Gaecheon art festival, the origin of art festivals in Korea, in 1949 and 

then, developed as a large-scale Jinju Namgang Yudeung festival in 2000. We 

have developed this lantern program to offer a chance to the older generation 

to stir back the memory of making and floating lantern in the 1950’s while 

presenting the origin and history of this festival. 

※ History (Origin of Namgang River Yudeung　(Lantern))

Flowing a candle-lit lantern down the Namgang river was originated from the 

Jinjuseong battle during Japanese Invasion War. 

A candle-lit lantern was a military signal, used by General Kim Si-Min, to 

block the river-crossing operation of Japanese troops. However, after falling of 

Jinju Fortress into the hands of Japanese troops, the lantern play has 

continued long as a form of event appeasing the souls of 70,000 soldiers and 

citizens dying for protection of the nation and developed as Jinju Namgang 

Lantern Festival. 
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 2  Purpose and Goal

 3  Originality and Differentiation

1) Purpose

• Participatory Festival in which every citizen can participate

• Development of a festival program reflecting history of the festival

• Development of a festival program exclusively for a night festival

• Offering a chance to the older generation to stir back the memory of 

making and floating lantern in the 1950’s.

2) Goal

• A lantern was used as a means of communication and military tactics. This 

program offers a chance to experience the wisdom of our forebears.

• This exclusive night festival program attract voluntary participation of 

visitors, in turn supporting of local economy.

• This exclusive night festival program attract voluntary participation of local 

residents, in turn offering more chances for people to participate in the 

festival.

◦ Participants float paper lanterns with their hope and wish down a river, 

creating a fantastic and dreamy atmosphere.

◦ Candle-lit lanterns flowing down Namgang River, creates a somewhat 

dreamlike atmosphere you can never experience in daytime.
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 4  Number of Qualified Customers/Participants  

 5  Budget and Total Revenue

 6  Reflection of Festival Theme  

 7  Program Hours 

 8   Participating Groups and Benefits 

◦ Target : Visitors of the festival 

◦ Participant : Average 500 per day × 12 days = 6,000

◦ Budget : 20,000,000 won (Installation and Material Costs)

◦ Total Revenue : 13,000,000 won 

◦ Develop a means of communication used at Siege of Jinju during 

Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1952 as a core of the participatory 

festival program

◦ Program Hours : 19 : 30 ~ 21 during the festival 

◦ Participating Group: Jinju Council of Volunteers, Jinju Lantern 

Experience Center  

◦ Participating groups will be funded to be able to participate in the 

festival other than this lantern program. 
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 9   Overall Effect/ Success of the Program 

◦ Overall Effect

- Modern reenactment of a historical fact offers a chance to 

experience and learn about the history of Siege of Jinju during 

Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1952. 

- It has become a participatory program in which local residents and 

visitors make a lantern on their own while making a wish. 

- Candle-lit lanterns flowing down a dark river creates a perfect 

image for a theme of this festival. 

◦ Success of the Program  

- Candle-lit lanterns flowing down a dark river can attract more 

visitors. 

- This exclusive program for a night festival creates a beautiful 

scenary while attracting more visitors. 

- This participatory program can be enjoyed by visitors of all ages 

and genders. 

- This program offers the older generation a chance to stir back the 

memory of making and floating lantern in the 1950’s, in turn 

attracting more visitors.  

10   Associated Problems  

  Since it is challenging for people to make a lantern on their own, 
we tried to figure out the most simple way to create a lantern 
without compromising any aesthetical factors. Also, volunteers 
played a major role in attracting local residents to participate in the 
festival.
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 1  Program Photo 

▣ Attachment 
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